Expression profiling in knockout mice: lymphotoxin versus tumor necrosis factor in the maintenance of splenic microarchitecture.
Expression profiling provides a powerful approach to define the underlying molecular mechanisms in disease. Several techniques referred collectively to as gene profiling may be also helpful in the analysis of the phenotype of mice with targeted mutations, especially if applied to distinct histological compartments, to specific cell types or to evaluate the effect of specific challenges, such as infection. Here we review several of the existing techniques applicable to genetic knockout studies, and share our experience from the study of mice with tumor necrosis factor (TNF) and lymphotoxin (LT) deficiencies, with specific emphasis on the distinction between TNF- and LT-mediated signalling pathways in vivo. Gene expression profiling analysis of TNF/LT-deficient mice supports the notion that TNF and LT, originally discovered as distinct biological activities, manifest both distinct and redundant functions in vivo.